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Fashion designers revive
ancient trading street
By Yang Wei

On May 8, CCTV's Morning
News focused on the ancient
trading street, Hanzheng Street. It
explored the story of this famous
commercial street's transformation.
In 1979, Hanzheng Street
gave 103 vendors licenses to start
trading here. This helped activate
the commodity market at that
time.
Traffic jams and fire risks
became major problems hindering
the development of Hanzheng
Street due to its expansion and
central location in 2000. To tackle
this issue, the municipal
government then moved the
vendors from streets into buildings.
However, with the development of

e-commerce, businesses began to
suffer.
Since 2014, Hanzheng Street
introduced designer studios and built
a cooperative relationship with the
Dongdaemun market in the Republic
of Korea.
Now nearly 1,000 designers
have settled here. Merchants make
samples according to customer
needs and then go into mass
production. At present, there are
over 10,000 such stores, each with
their own original design, on
Hanzheng Street. "The street is now
striving to integrate into the current
metropolitan fashion industry," said
Yang Fan, an employee at the
design center of Hanzheng Street.

Tea Industry Expo
Fair brings tea
culture back to city
By Gong Ping

During the May Day holiday, people came
to the Wuhan Tea Industry Expo Fair at Wuhan
International Conference and Exhibition Center in
Hankou to spend a leisurely holiday enjoying the
warm hospitality of the tea merchants.

In the tea booth of
Xiaogan, two kinds of black
tea packaged in Russia caught
people's interest. It turned out
that this enterprise from
Xiaogan has entered the Russia
market. Their tea products are
available not only in the
supermarkets in Russia, but
also on Russia's e-commerce
website.
A tea enterprise from

Citizens enjoy tea at the Tea Industry Expo Fair.
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Enshi simply moved the teamaking equipment to the
exhibition center and
introduced their tea products to
the public while stir-drying
their tea leaves. A citizen
picked up his mobile phone
and filmed a video of this
process. Finally, he decided to
buy some of the freshly-made
tea. The whole tea-making
process requires patience on

the part of tea-makers. The
hardwork is also one of the
reasons why hand-made tea
leaves taste so good.
The annual Tea Industry
Expo Fair has been held over
the past 19 years. There were
about 100,000 kinds of
products such as major kinds
of tea products, tea sets, and
traditional clothing for people
to wear while drinking tea.
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Crawfish prices drop
this season

By Sun Jun

The wholesale price of crawfish
has fallen sharply for the first time in
three years, as the scale and output
of local crawfish farms have
increased. Since the beginning of
May, the retail price of crawfish has
dropped by 10 to 20 percent.
Crawfish are mainly cultivated in
the middle and lower reaches of the
Yangtze River.
According to Zou Kaifeng, an
expert from Hubei Crawfish Industry
Association, the scale of crawfish
farming in Hubei increased in 2019.
"That's a major reason for the fall of
crawfish prices," said Zou. As Hubei's
crawfish main export destination,
Europe's demand has also gradually
stabilized.

A worker processes crawfish.
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Qianjiang International
Crawfish Festival to come
in June

On May 8, our reporter learned
that the main activities for the 10th
Qianjiang International Crawfish
Festival, also known as the 3rd
Crawfish and Rice Industry Expo, will
be held from June 15 through 18.
During the event, there will be
activities such as an opening
ceremony, an exhibit on Chinese
crawfish sustainable development, and
an exhibit on Chinese aquatic
products in e-commerce development.
Since April, Qianjiang has
conducted crawfish promotional
activities in Beijing, Shanghai and
Hong Kong. In the near future, a
Qianjiang crawfish banquet will take
place at the United Nations'
headquarters.
On June 15, the performances
at the opening ceremony will kick off
the event. On June 17 and 18,
there will be a cultural tourism
festival. During the event, Qianjiang
will also hold several other activities
such as the selection of famous
restaurant dishes, crawfish cultural
creative design competition, and
creation of Qianjiang's crawfish
science fiction and animation works.

